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Games, Exercises and Warm Ups 
 
These activities can be utilised during workshops and modified to suit the session. 
 
γ Games that are more suitable for older children are marked with a moon. When 
planning to use games not so marked, make sure that you adapt them to the age of the children 
you are working with, where appropriate. 
 
The chairs game 
 
Play starts with a chair for everyone and everyone sitting on a chair apart from one player. The 
aim is for that one player to find a chair and sit down. The rest of the group must work together 
to prevent him from sitting in a chair by sitting in it first. The game must be played by everyone 
at a slow walking pace. If the chairless person succeeds then a new chair-seeker is nominated. 
 
γ Alphabet game 
As quick as you can, arrange yourselves in order of: 
∗ Height 
∗ Birthdays 
∗ Alphabetical order of first names 
∗ Alphabetical order of last names 
 
Blowing up a balloon 
In pairs: one player folds over as if they were a limp balloon that has no air in it. Player B ‘pumps 
up’ the balloon until it is up to full size. This means probably that player A is as large as they can 
make themselves, fully inflated. The teacher may then ask these players to walk around the 
space and interact with each other, continuing to make themselves as large as possible. At a 
given moment the teacher calls out ‘Go!’, or something similar and the neck of the balloon is 
released and the balloons fizz around the room and then expire. 
 
Breathing 1 
This brief breathing exercise blows away the tension, relaxes the face and mouth and centres the 
breathing. It can build up over time to a longer sequence. 
The exercise is done to a rhythm, counting the breath in and out and by visual communication. 
Breathe in through the nose for the count of three. Relax the breath in a big sigh. Do this two or 
three times. 
2 As above and then in for three and yawn out. 
3 as above and then blow the lips like a horse. 
4  as above cry like a baby and immediately to stillness. 
5  as above and a good belly laugh 
 
Catch my name 
Stand in a circle. Use a beanbag or soft ball. Give this to one person and ask them to throw it o 
someone else, calling out the name as they do so. And so on. 
Can introduce a second and third ball to the circle. 
Tell the thrower to remain silent and the catcher to call out the name of the thrower. 
Tell the thrower to remain silent and the whole group to call out the thrower’s name. 
 
Circle of names. 
Stand in circle. One player stands in the circle facing each person in turn. Handshake, eye 
contact, face to face. The player says own name: “Jenifer”; the person you face returns it to you: 
“Jenifer”. Don’t move on until the person has given the name back. 
 
Circle walks: walk slowly in one direction in a circle. After a few seconds walk more quickly, then 
more slowly. Through mud.  Change direction and on ice, slipping sliding etc. keep the movement 
going but step into the centre. Ask them to walk like a lion; then any mixture of animals: snakes, 
chickens, monkeys, etc. Walking not sliding etc. 
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Crazy names 1 
Same as before but move about and use all the space. No limitations on movement/ space. First 
player gives full name: “Jenifer Smith”. Second player responds with their own full name. Must 
shake/ have hand contact for full time of name exchange; Exercise done at speed. Entire 
procedure each time, even if they meet the same person three times in a row. Must be loud. 
Use freeze signal now and then. Must freeze totally, midword, no floppiness or reverting to 
different position. 
 
Crazy names 2 
Still using all space. Same as above but now at each encounter must invent totally new names for 
themselves; Must not repeat a name that you have already used. Freeze signal used as above 
 
γ Colombian hypnotiser 
One person holds her hand palm forward, fingers upright, a few centimetres away from the face 
of another who is then as if hypnotised and must keep his face level with the hand of the 
hypnotiser.  The hypnotiser starts a series of movements with her hand, up and down, backwards 
and forwards, side to side etc. 
 
Closing 
A big clap: pass applause around the circle, but keep clapping. 
One thing: one useful thing that has come out of the workshop; no one must say this aloud but 
they can if they wish 
One thing; often it is possible to close a session with a sentence, an action or combined words 
and action, which allow children to reflect on the story or the experience in some way. For 
example, at the end of the story of Zafira’s Orchard I tell children about the wishing trees of 
Central Asia which are trees with their roots in running water. People tie a handkerchief or cloth 
to a branch and make a wish. Imagine there is a tree in the centre of the circle and that you are 
one of the brothers or sisters in the story. In turn, each says, ‘I wish…’ and mimes tying their 
cloth to the branches. They may complete the sentence or, if they prefer, keep the wish to 
themselves. At the end of the Carpet of Dreams there is an Afghan proverb: Unroll your carpet 
and I shall see what is written on your heart. Each child imagines they are a member of Arif and 
Shultuz’ family, either ancestors or children. Around the circle, in turn, make the motion of 
unrolling a carpet and complete the sentence: ‘I unroll my carpet and dream of…..’ 
Reach for the stars: stand feet apart; breathe in and stretch as high as possible, reaching for 
the stars. When you have reached as far as you can, stretching up through the spine, bring your 
arms down and keep the body and head tall and straight. Let the group stand for a moment 
feeling good/ powerful/ centred. Thank them for their hard work. 
Brush away: feet parallel and about a foot apart, explaining as you do it, stroke your arms as if 
you are brushing feathers off them softly, your face, your hair, body, legs, feet. Do this slowly 
and calmly. Bring your feet together. Breathe without the counts. No sound. Stand a moment. 
Giant mirror: To close, imagine there is a giant mirror lying n the ground filling the whole circle 
and the whole group is going to lift it up very carefully a little way off the ground and then 
replace it very carefully. Take care to give lots of praise in this activity. 
Tipping the wink. Wink across the circle and pass it on. 
 
Dracula 
The group stands in a circle. One player is nominated to be Dracula; their task is to find a victim. 
Dracula chooses someone and slowly walks towards them. Before Dracula arrives, the ‘victim’ 
must catch someone else’s eye. This ‘rescuer’ must then rescue the victim by calling out their 
name. Assuming the rescue succeeds, Dracula goes in pursuit of another victim, if it doesn’t, 
Dracula bites the neck or ‘strangles’ them or uses a mimed knife to ‘kill’ them and they take on 
the Dracula role. 
If it proves difficult to murder the victim the role can change each time a victim is chosen 
whether or not the rescue succeeds. 
 
Elephants 
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Relatedness, quick reactions and co-ordination. One person in the middle. When they point to 
someone s/he uses an arm to make a trunk and the people to the left or right make ears with 
their nearest hands. Then point to another person. Play as quickly as you can. Then bring 
someone else into the middle. Choose individuals who might benefit from some power. Who has 
power. One person having power doesn’t mean that we can’t have fun. 
 
Energy circle 
Pass around clap and HA! Single gesture, turn fully to the right to pass on the movement/sound. 
Single movement and sound not a sending and receiving. 
Ha! Should be same loud neutral sound throughout. Vigorous powerful and compact. 
When practiced at this can change direction at will. Can be handed back and forth between two 
players only twice. 

Explore the Space 
Children move about the space. As they do so the leader repeatedly counts from one to ten. For 
the first count of one to ten, the children move about the space, using as much of the space as 
possible and thinking about height and width. For the second count of ten they remain frozen. For 
the third, they travel again and so on. While frozen they should be aware of the whole space and 
how they relate to others in it. 
¶ Use music to establish a particular atmosphere and influence the quality of 
movement; 
¶ Establish a context for the movement and frozen shapes which relates to the 
drama: a forest, a seashore, a city street etc. 
 
Fishes 
This is good for younger children. Sit in a circle. Give each person the name of a fish in sequence 
round the circle, e.g. mackerel, haddock, cod, plaice, mackerel, haddock, cod, plaice etc until 
everyone has a fish name. When the leader calls out the name of a fish, all those with that name 
must run clockwise around the outside of the circle and back to their place [pardon the pun]. The 
last one back to their seat loses a life. An additional twist is that during any time whilst the 
children are running, the leader can call out ‘Tide turn!’ and they must immediately turn and run 
back to their places in the opposite direction. The call ‘Tide turn’ can be called at any time and 
any number of times. Once all three lives have gone the child can become the caller, or pay a 
forfeit. Some books suggest that they are out of the game but I think that can be counter-
productive, so think whether you need lives and what you will do about three lives lost! 
Watch out for children who forget their fish name, forget their place, or who push as they run. 

Follow my leader 
Children in a line or in a circle. Move to music. Establish ways of moving, walking, tiptoeing, 
striding; hands in the air etc etc. Choose one as a leader. Everyone copies the person in front. 
Keep changing the leader.  

Freeze Three 
Choose three different categories, say three characters from a story you are working on: Red 
Riding Hood, the wolf, the grandmother, or Jack, giant, beanstalk. One player faces the wall and 
is the caller. The other players move around the space, until you call ‘Freeze!’, at which point the 
freeze in the shape of one of the three categories. When they are all frozen, the caller call out one 
of the categories. If, for example, ‘beanstalk’ is called all the children who froze as beanstalks 
must remain frozen while the others move around the room again. At the next call of freeze, 
those children may choose to stay as beanstalks or change their shape, and the caller calls again 
and the game continues. 
 

Fruit Salad 
The group sits on chairs in a circle, one standing in the middle. There must be no spare chairs. 
Players are named in turn the names of fruit, e.g. apple, orange, pineapple, banana. The person 
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in the centre of the circle calls out one of the fruit names. If apple is called, all those with the 
apple label must change places. You may call out two fruits at a time, apple and banana, for 
example. When “Fruit salad!” is called out, everyone must change places. The aim of the game is 
for the person in the centre to find a place in the circle. The person who is left without a chair 
takes their p[lace in the centre of the circle. No one may move into the chair next to them, or 
back to the chair they left.  
 
Good morning 
Everyone moves around the room and shakes hands with as many others as they can.  They 
should shake hands and say good morning, or good afternoon, using the other person’s name. 
 
γ Good morning web 
In this version everyone moves around shaking hands, but must always have one hand shaking 
another’s, so must not let go of the last handshake before they have found another hand to 
shake.   [Older children] 
 
Greetings from on high. Sit in a circle. Chair in the centre for facilitator. Each child in circle, in 
turn says, good morning/ hello, in whatever language they choose. They stand you are incy. 
 
Heart Islands: four large red cardboard /sugar paper hearts]; music. When the music stops 
each child tries to put a toe on the heart. You can remove hearts until everyone has to try and 
touch one heart. Ask children for solutions to how to all touch the one heart. 
 
γ Hunter and Hunted 
Two lines stand opposite each other.  Their job is to make sure that the players do not stray or 
hurt themselves.  Two players, hunter and hunted, stand at either end of the corridor formed by 
the two lines.  Both close their eyes.  The hunted must get from one end of the corridor to the 
other.  The hunter tries to catch the hunted and the hunted to evade capture. 
 
 
Image of the hours:  
Call out times of the day, and the entire group, each working on their own space in the room but 
alongside everyone else, mime the activity they associate with that time of day. You end up with 
a living clock, the purpose of which is to build a co-operative group picture of that day. 
 
Imaginary ball throwing; played in a circle with an imaginary ball. The first person describes 
the kind of ball it is, calls out someone’s name and throws the ball to that person. If she doesn’t 
know the name she asks. Once children are used to the game they can change the ball each time 
[ Jim, it’s a tennis ball; Jody, it’s a watermelon; Bruce, it’s a live chicken etc.] With younger 
children the game works best in groups of no more than five. 
 
Incorporations: This is a fast paced version of Can You Do Things together? The game involves 
forming and reforming groups as quickly as possible. The leader bangs a cowbell or drum and 
calls out a variety of groups to get into in quick succession; for example, ‘Bong – get into a group 
of three; bong – three plus one; bong – form a group of five with everyone in the group wearing 
the same colour; bong – make the letter H with your bodies; bong find four people born in the 
same season as you and link little fingers in a circle. And so on. Cautionary note, if young children 
are playing make sure all the calls allow all children to take part so that no one feels left out. 
 
Incy and Falloon 
Walking in a circle. Call out incy everyone walks making themselves as small as possible. Call our 
‘Falloon’ everyone as big as they can. 

Keeper of the Keys 
Players sit in a circle. One child sits blindfold, on a chair in the centre of the circle.  A bunch of 
keys or a bell is placed under the chair. A player from the circle is chosen to retrieve the keys. 
The blindfold keeper points to where they think they hear the approaching thief. If they point 
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correctly the child returns to the circle and another has a go. The child who retrieves the keys 
without detection can replace the keeper of the keys. 
 
Listen and act:  following instructions 
This is a good way of mixing the group up at the same time as encouraging listening and getting 
people moving. 
Everyone sits in a circle. 
Teacher instructs:  ‘Change places when I say….’ 
∗ the letter your first name begins with…A…J….D 
∗ the month you were born in 
∗ the number of the day you were born 
∗ the letter your last name begins with/ ends with/ … 
…and so on.. 
 
γ Listen and speak 
Intended to give practise in hearing one’s own spoken voice and listening carefully to others. 
The group is in a circle. 
1. In unison counting 1 - 10; 10- 1; ABC; a well known rhyme, etc.  The unison must be exact. 
2. Counting in turn.  Seek clarity and speed.  Count forwards, backwards, in twos, threes, tens, 
etc.  Go through sections of the alphabet. 
3. If they are ready, have the counting going both ways round the circle! 
4. If they are really good at this count “in the manner of”:  frightened, bored, secretive, etc. 
5. One syllable each. As a whole group and then in groups of four, five or six, recite a well known 
nursery rhyme one syllable at a time.  Support rhythm of the rhyme with hand claps.  This is a 
difficult task. 
6. Lips, tongue teeth and rhythm. 
Whole class : 
∗ All at the same time say name aloud 
∗ Say it sounding the vowels only 
∗ Say it sounding vowels only but smooth them together until a continuos sound is produced 
∗ Teach the class this rhythm: 
∗ A do wap, a do wap, a do wap a do!  
A do wap, a do wap, a do wap a do!    {Call these two lines one verse} 
 
In groups: 
∗ Rehearse and perform four verses in tight unison, but: 
∗ Verse 1, no change 
∗ Verse 2  Change two consonants, leaving the rest as it is, e.g. 
A go bap, a go bap, a go bap a go! 
∗ Verse 3 back to the original consonants but change two vowels, e.g. 
O dee wop, o dee wop, o dee wop o dee! 
∗ Verse 4, combine the vowels and consonants from verses two and three! 
O gee bop, o gee bop, o gee bop o gee! 
∗ Lines can be shared between group members 
∗ Actions can be added!! 
∗  
Look down, look up 
Good for all ages. Excellent for concentration. Calming!  
Stand in a circle. Leader gives instructions: ‘Look down.’ On the command ‘Look up’ everyone 
must look up and make direct eye contact with someone else in the circle who is participating in 
the game. They are not allowed to change eye direction or glance half-heartedly, or look at the 
ceiling. If the person they make direct eye contact with is also looking at them then they must sit 
down. Continue until there are only a few remaining.  
Make sure that everyone stays quiet so that they can concentrate and hear the commands. Watch 
carefully for cheating; think about how you will deal with those not playing properly or fairly. 
 
Mime and movement 
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Sitting in a large circle, children will work as individuals, a few at a time so that others can learn 
by watching. 
Number round the circle 1 - 5. 
Give the instruction before calling the number so that everyone has to think about it. 
Once the instruction has been given, all those children with the given number cross the room 
accordingly.  It is helpful if they have an idea of where they are going before they start, but they 
may need to be flexible about this! 
 
The teacher might say:  “Imagine you are carrying something heavy.  All number fours stand, 
decide where you are aiming for, freeze in a position which shows what you are about to do [ in 
this instance you might ask children to show by their action what the heavy object is that they 
are carrying] - You are carrying something heavy - ready, go.” 
 
Repeat this with other instructions, making sure everyone has a turn.  The instructions you give 
may well relate to the theme of the drama.  As children become used to this activity it may 
become an integral part of a drama and you may wish to add other conventions [e.g. freezing the 
action and asking children to think aloud] 
 
Here are some suggestions for mime and movement: 
You 
∗ are carrying something which must not be broken 
∗ are trying to make your way through a crowd 
∗ are ankle deep in mud 
∗ are walking a tightrope 
∗ are going to see someone who you would rather not see 
∗ have lost something small and precious which you find at the end of the journey 
∗ are avoiding an unpleasant smell 
∗ are listening to music [name the kind of music] 
∗ are walking through a wood at night 
∗ think you are being followed 
 
Mirrors 
In pairs, standing opposite each other, pupils copy each others’ actions as if reflections in a 
mirror.  First a leads and B follows, and vice versa. 
To develop this with older children: first A leads and B follows then vice versa, then both try to 
move in harmony. 
 
γ Name game 1 
Sit in a circle 
First person says ‘One’, the next, ‘two’ and so on, but no one may say ‘Five’.  Instead s/he 
stands, calls the first name of someone in the circle and they change places.  The one called says, 
‘One’ as soon as s/he is seated, and the process continues until most have moved at least once.  
After a time, change the forbidden number to ‘three’.  It speeds up the process. 
 
Encourage a brisk pace as they become familiar with the process.  Anyone who hesitates misses 
their turn. 
 
γ Name Game 2 
This is a game that can be played against the clock. 
The first person calls out the name of another and move to sit in their place. The named person 
calls another name and moves likewise. 
Continue until everyone has moved places. 
You can time the group to see how long it takes them to complete the exchange. We have found 
that it helps to show in some way that you have already moved [hands on knees for example. Be 
careful, though, when we had crossed arms as the signal the temptation was to cross your arms 
as soon as you were called, thus walking quickly with arms folded, risking an unbroken fall! 
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Nameballs 1 
Juggling balls: work up to roughly one third as many balls as participants. In a circle. 
One ball thrown from one person to another across the circle. Player throwing the ball says her 
first name, so that the ball ‘carries’ the name, to the catcher. Gradually more balls introduced. 
The name is attached to the ball and its resonance should last until it is caught. The balls should 
be thrown easily, with a full commitment of the body so that they arrive gently with no forward 
impetus at their target. This makes them easy to catch. It helps to tell players to throw the ball 
upwards instead of across, so they free fall into the catching hand. The catch is the beginning of 
the next throw, so it should be done with the entire body not just the hand. As the ball is caught 
continue the momentum of the caught ball into a backswing while scanning the circle for the next 
throw. The name that is thrown with the ball should be called only as the ball is on its way, not as 
a wakeup call for a potential catcher. 
 
Nameballs 2 
Same, but the name is the name of the catcher. 
Lots of variations: good morning in as many different languages as possible; word by word 
conversation; 
 
Name check 
The group is seated in a circle, one player in the middle. Her task is to say the name of anybody 
in the circle three times before the owner of that name has the chance to say it once themselves. 
If she manages it, then that named person has to come into the centre and do the same with 
someone else’s name. If she fails she tries again with another name. 
 
Pass the putty 
In a circle. 
The teacher introduces a piece of imaginary clay, magic putty, modelling material.  It can be 
shaped into any object an individual thinks of.   
The teacher begins by modelling it into a shape, moulding it, stretching and so on.  When the 
game is introduced the teacher might make a number of things to show that the object can be 
very small or large enough to walk into [a student once made a door].  The mime should 
demonstrate the size and weight of the object as well as its shape.  The imaginary object is then 
passed carefully and appropriately to the next person who receives it as it is and then squashes it 
back into a ball and moulds an object of their own. The putty can be passed around  the circle or 
across the circle, returning to the teacher each time if need be. 

Pass the Tambourine 
One player sits in the centre of the circle and closes their eyes. The rest sit with their hands 
behind their backs. They then pass a tambourine around the circle, behind their backs, as quietly 
as possible. When the leader calls ‘Stop!’, the child opens their eyes and points to the child s/he 
thinks is holding the tambourine.   
 
Some children will tend to give the game away by their expression and body language. If you ask 
the child in the centre how they knew who it was, you can draw children’s attention to this and 
help them to think about how to avoid giving such clues! 
 
You can also play this game using a ring threaded on to a long piece of cord, tied into a circle and 
held in front of the players. They pass the ring from hand to hand. The player in the centre keeps 
their eyes open. 
 
Person to person 
Work in pairs or in small groups.   
The teacher calls out the names of parts of the body which partners must touch together.  For 
example, foot to foot, back to back, knee to elbow.   
It is more fun if the game is played to music.  Children can move in between instructions.  This 
can then move to instructions which require children to create specific shapes:  a giant’s chair;  a 
boat, etc.    
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People to people  
You need an odd number of people for this game. The group moves about at will. One person is 
‘out’, their job is to call out ‘People to people.’ At this point, the players, including the caller, have 
to find a partner. Someone will be left out. That person then names two body parts and  all the 
players, in pairs, have to join, e.g. their ear with the other’s elbow. The new caller calls ‘People to 
people.’ And the process begins again. 
 
γ Pilot 
Divide the class into two team.  Each team lines one side of a large circle. 
Arrange three or four obstacles in the centre of the circle.  These may be chairs [or, for greater 
safety, people] through which a blindfold person must walk, guided only by verbal instructions 
from their team mates. 
The volunteer, one from each team, start at one side of the circle and must end at a designated 
spot on the other, a chair or marked circle, for example. 
The instructions are delivered to the team’s Pilot one at a time by each team member in turn. 
Each team member is trying to get their Pilot ‘home’ first. 
Each instruction must begin with the Pilot’s name.  No hesitation or repetition or that turn is lost. 
The teacher has the right to cancel any instruction which is foolish or dangerous.  The team loses 
a turn if their Pilot touches an obstacle or any part of the other team’s Pilot. 
 
The maximum number of paces taken within any one instruction is three. 
 
A typical instruction might be: 
“Astrid.  Take two small steps forward.” 
 
Presents, walk across the room and give someone present [carrying it so that size and shape is 
indicated.] The receiver opens it and reacts. The giver accepts whatever it is that the receiver 
says it is. Continue conversation and then receiver takes present to someone else. 
 
γ The President’s Men 
Groups of five.  The president is in the middle with one person facing him/her, one behind and 
one on either side, facing in the same direction as the president.  The president moves around 
the room.  The person facing him must mirror him, the others move with him.  When the 
president turns at right angles or more one of the other escorts becomes the mirror and the 
others fall into place appropriately. 
 
Prisoner 
Chairs in a circle. Participants in pairs, one sitting on a chair, one standing behind them. One 
person should be left standing behind an empty chair. Discard all chairs not being used. Those 
sitting down are ‘prisoners’, those standing behind them are ‘guards’. Any guard with an empty 
prison [i.e. no one sitting in the chair in front of them] must try to fill it by calling the name of 
one of the prisoners seated in the circle. The prisoner tries to make an escape by making a mad 
dash for the empty chair in front of the guard who has called their name. the guard standing 
behind the prisoner trying to escape must try and stop this by tapping the prisoner lightly on the 
shoulder or back. If the guard manages to  tap his or her prisoner before s/he escapes, then the 
prisoner remains, if the guard misses then the prisoner is free to go to a new prison. The guard 
without a prisoner now calls the name of another prisoner to fill the space. Guards should stand a 
\little way behind the chairs with their hands behind their backs. Prisoners must sit firmly on the 
chairs, not perch on the edge. The game should continue until it builds up a bit of speed and 
everyone has had a turn, but don’t let the game run on too long. You can swap prisoners and 
guards when you think the time is right. 
 
 Round the circle 
One clap is passed around the circle, each individual clapping once in turn and trying to keep up a 
good pace and rhythm.  Sounds can be sent round the circle, or an action, or an action 
accompanying a sound. 
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¶ Sentence starters can be passed around the circle e.g. This lunch time… Children may 
say ‘Pass’ if they wish. 
¶ The sentence can be outrageous: the starter of tall stories: ‘You’ll never believe it …’ 
You could develop the idea from Jill Murphy’s book On the Way Home. 
¶ You can use this technique for recapping on a lesson, or on a previous lesson: one thing 
they can remember about the drama. 
¶ Or for building a picture of a character or situation. 

Share the space 
To be played in a large space. Players must move about the space, sharing it equally, without 
touching furniture or walls. On a given signal they must walk through the space, trying to keep 
spread out evenly through the space. Every now and then call ‘Freeze!’ and help children see how 
evenly they are spread and where the big spaces are forming. Players tend to circulate in the 
same direction and cluster together. Encourage them to think about the direction in which they 
are moving, to notice spaces and walk into them. 
 
¶ It is good to use music with this activity which you can choose to anticipate the drama 
to come. 
¶ Ask children to move in different ways: at different speeds; using different levels, ‘as if 
… they are in a forest, misty place etc etc …’; skipping, tiptoeing, with long strides, etc; like an 
old person, like royalty, like a character from the story you are using; as if they are frightened, 
exploring…. 
¶ Ask each child to choose someone in the class whom they will keep at a distance from, 
or as far away as possible, without letting them know. At the end of the game ask them to touch 
the person concerned on the shoulder. 
¶ Ask children, in their own time, to stop and hold eye contact with another child. Then 
move on. They must do this three times and then find a space, sit down and quietly wait until all 
of the class has completed the activity. 
¶ Tell the players that, at any time during the movement, they can freeze into a shape 
inspired by the story they are working on. As soon as a child does this, count to ten, by which 
time the rest of the class must freeze in ways that will complete the picture. If more than one 
child freezes at once, they can choose which picture to attach themselves to. This will work better 
if children have already had some experience of building up a still picture [see Freeze frames, 
tableau and still pictures  in the section on drama strategies] 

Show me 
Work in pairs. A tells B about what s/he did last weekend, for example. At any moment B can 
say, ‘Show me!’. A must get up and mime the action just narrated, before sitting down again and 
continuing the story. When the leader calls ‘Change!’ A and B reverse roles. The story can be true 
or invented. The actions must be limited to the space within which each pair is working. You may 
wish to place a limit on some kinds of action. 
 
Sticky popcorn: Floor very hot and they are kernels of popping corn. Pop all over the place. Once 
they have all become fluffy kernels an imaginary jug of syrup is poured over them so that they 
become very sticky. When they brush against each other they become stuck together. 
 
Walk, clap, freeze 
The group walks around the space at will. Their task is to respond in different ways to different 
commands. The commands are given by clapping or verbal instruction. One clap might mean 
‘walk’, two claps ‘stop’. Three ‘reverse direction’. The purpose is to fulfil the commands with 
speed and discipline. 
You can invent your own variations, adding different sounds for different commands, or different 
verbal instructions, e.g. give instructions to influence the walking: ‘Walk faster; walk in slow 
motion; run in slow motion.’ You can signal changes using a drum or bell to preface the oral 
instruction. You may want to open an older, more experienced group to awareness of each other: 
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‘Look shiftily at other people and look away; Catch people’s eye and look away; or wink, or hold 
their gaze` for a short time before looking away.’ Link instructions to the theme or story that will 
be the focus of the drama session.  
Thus activity can go in any direction ‘Discover you have jet-propelled shoes; are invisible; are 
climbing a cliff-face; are weightless.’ 
 
Warm ups 
Shake and Freeze 
Using few or no verbal commands, lift your arms and shake them. Stop, freeze. Shake them in a 
different direction, manner or rhythm. Stop, freeze. Extend movement to trunk, legs etc. Stop, 
freeze. Be playful. Repeat once more. Come to a definite stillness. Very short and concentrated. 
What makes bodies feel good; working spontaneously and collectively. 
Slo-mo shake and freeze 
Start by shaking your hands vigorously with the group following you, then slow the movements 
right down. Children must watch very carefully. See how slow you can get with everyone still 
holding together. The slower you get the better the participants will enjoy their own skill. 
Developing stamina in slow motion work can increase intellectual and physical concentration both 
in the workshops and beyond. 
Warm up faces 
Now the bodies are warm, faces are next. Gently massage your face, asking the participants to 
do likewise. Screw up your face and relax it. Shake your head, letting go of any facial tension. 
Chew imaginary chewing gum and gradually stroke the face into being open and calm.  
Relax button  
This simple relaxation exercise combines release with security. Stand feet apart with knees 
slightly bent. Ask everyone to imagine that they have a relax button, press your own relax button 
and relax the top half of the body into a hanging position, with the neck free and the head heavy. 
From this drop , slowly unwind the top half of the body, one vertebra at a time, back to the 
vertical – the head coming up last of all.  Do this two or three times. The exercise is strengthened 
by everyone doing it together. 
Shake all over.  
Press the relax button then shake arms, head, shoulders. Shake to upright through the spine. 
Shake legs in turn then add the voice. Shake the voice out of you: ‘Ah’. 
Hello body!  
Briskly rub arms, hands, bodies, legs, saying ‘Hello body.’ 
Waking up faces:  
Lightly massage you face with both hands, time to wake up their faces ready for the job they are 
going to do. Rub temples and forehead. Stroke cheeks and jaw muscles. Warm the upper lip and 
chin. Stretch open the mouth, very wide then contract as much as you can and blow through like 
a horse. Commend extreme faces for expressiveness. 
Electricity 
Raise a finger, turn to person on your right, draw a quick zigzag in the air like electric lightning 
and say ‘Pass it on.’ When it has gone round the circle once, send it round the other way and 
then start with another person. If this goes well you can pass it across the circle. 
 
γ What are you doing? 
Sit in a circle. One person goes into the centre of the circle and mimes an action, e.g. brushing 
their teeth. The next person asks, ‘What are you doing?’. The first person must immediately reply 
by saying a completely different action: ‘I’m walking the dog’, ‘I’m  eating baked beans on toast. 
The next person must mime that action and the game continues with each person, in turn, asking 
the question ‘What are you doing?’ and then miming the answer given. 
 
γ What has changed? 
In pairs.  Observe each other very carefully. 
At a given signal turn with your backs to each other and alter some element of your appearance.  
[roll up a sleeve, remove a hair clip, pull up a sock etc]  Turn back and work out what has 
changed.  This can be done in larger groups, also. 
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γ Who’s the leader? 
The group stands in a circle. One person goes outside the room [or closes their eyes if the group 
is very well disciplined!] and a leader is chosen.   
The leader makes a repeated movement which the group copy [waves hands in the air, marches 
on the spot etc.]  The leader must keep changing the movement.  Everyone must copy whatever 
the leader does. 
The person is called back from outside while everyone is moving.  S/he must decide who is the 
leader.  When s/he has guessed correctly they change places with the leader and other person is 
chosen to identify the leader.    
 
Wink murder 
Children love this game! Sit in a circle. Choose a ‘detective’ who must leave the room. The 
remaining participants shut their eyes and bow their heads [no peeking!]. Leader walks around 
the outside of the circle and taps one person on the back. This is the ‘murdered’. No one must 
know who the murdered is. The detective returns to the room and the murderer sets to work. The 
others in the circle are murdered by the murderer winking silently at them. Those murdered 
should die spectacularly, collapsing, falling of their chairs, etc. The detective must try and guess 
who the murderer is and is allowed two or three guesses. The others should not  give away the 
answer. Eventually the murderer is spotted or asked to give themselves up and a new detective 
and murdered are chosen.  
Watch out for cheating murder victims. Older children might like to vary the manner of their 
deaths! 
 
Wizards, giants and elves 
This is a game based on the same principle as scissors, paper, stone. 
Wizards beat giants because they put a spell on them. 
Elves beat wizards because they can run up their cloaks and strangle them. 
Giants beat elves because they can tread on them. 
Once this supremely logical set of impartial and politically incorrect truths is mastered, the group 
divides into two equal teams. Each goes to an opposite wall. Each team secretly confers and 
chooses one identity. All in each team will be either Gs, Ws or Es. On a given signal from the 
facilitator, the two groups advance four paces – on the fourth pace the teams reveal who they are 
by going into the pose of their character. 
Giants hold their arms up in the air. 
Elves crouch down. 
Wizards hold their arms out in front of them. 
Both teams should declare themselves at the same moment [the teacher can prompt this. The 
team in the winning position has to touch as many of the others before they can reach home-
base.  The losers have to run like billyho. If it’s equal, mutter, mutter and return to the start. If 
there is a winning/ losing combination, the losers who are tagged must join the winning side. 
Then the two teams confer again and play another round. The aim is to wipe-out one team. 
 
Yes and… A dialogue exercise. Pairs on their own or in front of the group. Players stand opposite 
each other and are encouraged to move physically, to keep light on their feet as the exercise 
progresses. Player A says, ‘Let’s …. (do something: go to the beach, steal a car, buy an ice 
cream0. Player B must reply with a sentence that begins ‘Yes. And… (we can swim! –drive it to 
America, drop it down the teacher’s back) Player A then follows the same rule, ‘Yes and…’ etc etc. 
 
You like my shoes? 
Played in pairs with or without an audience. Player A begins by making an observation -which 
contains a value judgement- about the other’s appearance: ‘I like your shoes.’ Player B responds 
rhetorically by turning that statement into a question: ‘You like my shoes?’ Player A repeats the 
statement and player B repeats that question. They continue the dialogue, allowing different 
feelings to inform the reflections. They are free to move around the space to physicalise the 
dialogue, but not to change the words. When player B feels driven to do so, she may change the 
statement – but it mustn’t happen too quickly: ‘Your shoes are rubbish.’ ‘That shirt makes you 
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look like a film star.’ ‘Your hair is like a bird’s nest.’ And player A turns that into a rhetorical 
question.  And so on., 
 
Zip Zap Boing! Energy circle, pass round the circle with a clap and ZIP, pass across the circle 
with a clap\and ZAP, reverse direction with a BOING hands up. You may not boing back in the 
direction the boing came from! 
 
Whatever is in front of us 
Whatever is behind us 
Is nothing compared to 
What is between us 
 
 
 
 
 
	  


